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Woif Mtankowltz

A KID FOR
TWO

FARTHINGS
44 A magnificent performance/*
Spectator. ** It has absolute en-
chantment/' B.B.C. Critics. ** I
can only adjure you to get the
book." John O* London's. "Told
with kindness and pity, but also
with sturdy humour." Daily Telc~
graph. Illustrated by James" Bos-

i 7/6

Waif Mankowitz

MAKE M i
AN OFFER

Mr. Mankowitz's first book (*' A
briUiamly sardonic, flagrantly
immoral comedy." Daily Mail) has
been reprinted. Illustrated by
Leonaid Rosoman.

Leah* W. I^eonard
JEWISH

COOKERY
" This clear and ' comprehensive
book.'' Jewish Chronicle. 18/-

fc E. Sutherland
Bates

THE LIFE OF
THE BIBLE

A stimulating account of the Bible's
authorship and transmission down
the , centuries, by the . editor of
The Bible Designed to be Read as
Literature. 8/6

.-."•". Write for our list;

12 Thayer Street, London W\

ANDRE DEIJT8C1I

V , * .
<A

•I.

TREASURES, which arc other-
wise inaccessible to the
general public, are now being

shown by the Department of
Oriental Printed Books and Manu-
scripts, in the King's Library of the
British Museum. For us the main
interest is in the Jewish section.
The material is well presented and
the items selected are well chosen:

The printed books on view belong
to the earliest products of the printing
press, and they are thus of high
quality, but, for all that, they cannot
vie with the books that were not
machine-made and whose .every letter
was shaped by the hand of "a scribe
who was, more of ten than not, a gifted
artist, j The majority of the exhibits
are hand-written books. After all,
they were-the books through the ages
—while printing was only invented
five-short centuries ago. .

Aesthetic! Aspect
The exhibition stresses the

aesthetic aspect Even without expert
knowledge of medieval art we can
enjoy those illuminations which con-

- -stst of pictures. -And-in these-which
Are purely ornamental the time factor
does not count ^ i l ^ h i i t

THE

JUGCLER
MICHAEL BLANKFORT

" Passionate, ond exciting ;
r e c o m m e n d e d ' * —Joseph
Taggart in The Star. •• ^
mo»t interes t ing story ;
deserves ortenrion" —New-
castle Journal. "Q^ite enthral-
ling '•—Sussex Daily News. -

THE ""'
* Music OF

TREASURES OF THE BRITISH. MUSEUM
By Dn S. A. BIRNBAUM

required. I am thinking of the large
number of unilluminated codices,
where the artistry is inherent in the
letter forms and whose splendour is
the lettered page itself. This, too. is
of direct appeal to us alK A page, for
instance, of one of the magnificent
thirteenth-fourteenth-century Ash-
kenazic Bible jpanuscripts can make
the beholder wax lyrical.

To most of us, Hebrew letters mean
the forms they have in our books and
in the cursive script we employ for
writing. The present exhibition brings
home to us that these forms are not
the only ones. Here we have in front
of our eyes a rich variety of yery
different shapes—and even these
represent only a fraction of the many
types _tQ be found in the manuscript
collections of the British Museum and
elsewhere in the great libraries of the
world. Historically, the type-face to
which we are accustomed is derived
from the Sefardic script. Originally,
however, each of the three groups
where Hebrew printing started, cut
the type-faces according to their own
script—Ashkcnazic, Italian, Sefardic
—and only Jater did the first two
disappear, for external, not typo-
graphical or aesthetic reasons.

Museum contains
a good number of
s p c h , including
works in the Old
Yiddish language.

One exhibit is*
not an original but
the facsimile of a
manuscript — that
of the Isaiah cave-
scroll. To include
it was a very good
idea. It has been

- placed next to a
famous ninth-cen-
tury codex, evi-
dently in order to
give the viewer a
chance of compar-
ing the two books
as to general ap-
pearance, measure-
ments of columns,
size and shape of
the letters, etc. By
trying to read first
the Isaiah cave-
man usefipt a n d
then the other,
even a lay man

-should be able
see how great is

q
pen-work and wonderful patterns and
designs" strike home as if they had
been done today, with the gold and
colours freshly laid on. There is proof
of this in the fact that the poster
announcing the exhibition is framed
with a design taken from one* of the
Jewish exhibits: a border on which
the medieval artist had lavished
intense and loving care. This poster,
by the way, serves for the whole of
the exhibition, not for the Jewish
section only. *

• The restriction imposed by con-
siderations of space did not make. it
possible to put on show specimens of
yet another type of manuscript for an
appreciation of which no initiation is

Manuscript Writing

At the same time, the existence,
throughout the centuries, of so great
a variety of script groups makes us
realise that the writing of a manu-
script from Baghdad, for example is
as little Sefardic as that of one from
Persia, Italy, or the Yemen—in other
words, the fAshkenazim and Sefar-
dim are only two out of a con ;idei able
number of Jewish groups. •

Among the exhibits are some not
written in the Hebrew language but in
other Jewish tongues. Such manu-
scripts are in no way exceptional.
They form an appreciable part of all
the manuscripts that were written in
Hebrew characters, and the- British

them in time. Tfte
interval is a thous-
and years.

The exhibition
contains no example
of the first script of
the Jewish people,
the palaeo-Hebrew writing, because
the Department owns no document
of that kind, i.e., written on skins or
papyrus. None was known to exist
until the caves recently gave us a few
fragments. But a direct descendant of
that script, the Samaritan writing, is
represented here by a fourteenth-
century copy of the Pentateuch. By
thfct time, the forms of the letters had
developed" as" far away ~ffont—the

Illuminated page at opening of Book of Numbers, showing
the tribes with their standards, from Hebrew Pentateuch with
Targum, German MS. of thirteenth to fourteenth century,
formerly in library of the Duke of Sussex, a son of George III
and patron of Jewish and Semitic studies.—British Museum

- MS. Add. 15282

original palso-Hebrew as our square
script has done from the early
Aramaic forms.

It is- a great experience- to walk
through this hall. It is not often one
has a chance of seeing in such con-
centration the manifold ways in which
the human mind and spirit have
manifested themselves by one medium
—writing..

. [COPYRIGHT]

W
IA)NDON'S LIBRARIES OF JEWISH INTEREST

m By j . VITRIOL
E have no London Jewish
library comparable, in
the striptly limited sphere

the great century-
old London Library in St. James's
Square.

The vast majority of its over
half-a-million volumes are serious
works, assembled with a view to assist-
ing professional writers and scholars
in their activities. The library has a
comfortable reading-room in which
readers may consult the ** Jewish
Encyclopedia" and the five volumes
published to 'date of the " Hebrew
Encyclopedia " (Jerusalem, ~1 949-52)
—the latter presented by Mr. Harry
Sacher. The London Library has a

its duplicated and triplicated volumes
of the "classics " of Judische Wissen-
schaft—all these constitute only a
fraction of the good things on its
open-access shelves.

To consult the Universal Jewish
Encyclopedia (10 volumes, New York,
1939-43) one has to penetrate to the
Jewish Memorial Council's office
44 down the steps" and round the
corner " in the same building.

-In addition to the Universal Jewish
Encyclopedia* the Jewish Memorial
Council Library has the Jewish
Encyclopedia, the Hebrew Encyclo-

and a good collection of modern

volumes (about 500) and the books in
English on Jewish matters (900).

Altogether, it must be confessed that
a visit' to this library, once a centre of
London Jewry's intellectual life, is now
a depressing experience. Many books
have "disappeared" and have not
been replaced, and in the reference
library even the "Jewish Year Book "
is now supplied " on application

Kensington, in addition to the " J.E."
on the open shelves, have the Soncino
Talmud on application. Finchley and
Ilford, with large Jewish populations,
have none of these ** core " volumes.
The British Museum Library is the
only •" public " library known to me to
have all these volumes on the open
shelves (the "J.E." and Soncino are
not in the Reading Room, by the way,
but in the Oriental Students' Room).
A ** semi-public " library with a strong
Judaica section, including the **J.E."
and Soncino .Talmud on open access

Hebrew classics, which, however, are a n c! c a n be. liberated only

— f y - » "••' ̂ ^ ^r • • * * | / m* * • W%*,% »»^B« — — - — * w ̂ mr m m -w v m m m* m. mm> • p • a -mr^mtm m^ B m ^f | / v ft • %m WW^v -f J

only. The stately volumes of Ho-teku- , and Soncino Midrash on application,
• faff, which before the war The" present ;""i5~Dr.~"WiHialflsT"Library, 14 Gordon"

>vriter-used to bear home in triumph —Square, W.C.2. Suitably guaranteed
from the lending library, and in which persons may use it for reference free,
he first experienced the thrill of and may borrow^up-to three books for
Tcherhichovsky's " Bar Kochba," are a month for an ordinary annual
now imprisoned in the reference library subscription of one guinea.
a n d Can tv» 1iH#»rat*»H rtniu ** r%w% omnli- T h * I iK^ral I^uiich CunqtThe Liberal Jewish Synagogue and

wide range,of books of Jewish'interest T-for—reference only. Its English- cation." The Jewish Encyclopedia, the West London Synagogue have
including the Sohcino Talmud and language books on Judaica may be Soncino Talmud (no Midrash), and excellent reference libraries. The West
Midrash. ' " borrowed^by suitably recommended " Ha-shiloach," are all "behind the London Synagogue has the Soncino

Talmud and Midrash and several sets

A. M. ROTHMULLJER
Reodoble for the toymgn Ond

informotrre for the musicion

• 4

A very found
contribution to o fascinating
subject "—Newcastle Journal.
Fully Illustrated 2 5 / -

THE

SOLUTION
^ ^ « m .The Attempt to Exterminate
the Jews of Europe 1939-45
GERALD REITLINGER

" Mr. Rettlinger deserves Hie
thoaks not omAy •# Uw% b«t of
ill civilised m**m"—Mox Be/off.
SECOND IMPRESSION 30/-

Jews* College Library

Our nearest approach to a
"London Jewish Library" is Jews'
College-Mbraiy^ap'proximateiy 50*000-
volumes), in Woburn House. It may
not be generally known that the
library may be used for reference pur-
poses by any *4 fit and proper person."
Permission to borrow books direct,

by suitably recommended
persons. The library is unsatisfactorily
housed. To get to it one has to pass
through the Council's offices, to the
disturbance of the officials working
ttiere. There are no Yiddish texts.

For Yiddish texts one must still^o
to the East End of London. The
Jewish Institute Library (Adler House,
Adler Street, E.I) has

counter:

In Westminster

The situation in Westminster's
CejitraJJ>ublic Library is happier. The

'Jewish Agency's Department of
Education and Culture have, with
admirable initiative, presented the
library (next door to the Garrick

of the "*J.E." It also guards a com-
plete file of the "J.C.M—believed to be
the only one extant-^fpr the Jewish
Historical Society. It may be consulted
on application to the Secretary of- the
synagogue. ,

Hampstead Garden Suburb Syna
h l
p S Syn

gogue has, a nucleus of more than a
hundred volumes, at present in mint

Y . • - - —-, —- some 1,200
^IlOuIStl Volumes, as Well as SOme 500 • ••'•—-^ v»«»"»«- v»w/» . iv m e uauiwK. UUUUIKU Yuiumts, ai p.ica^iu ill m i n i
in Hebrew and about 1,000 "Anglo- Theatre, in Charing Cross Road) with condition—I understand they were all
Judaica:?L-i~Mcmbci s^-of "-the ̂ UniTe<r^rk^repre^fentat »ve^coHecttpn~"of nnbdcTfir" purchased^ "comparatively 'rdeemly:
Synagogue or^perspns guarariteed^y^ J^ b /J ; w books. (But why is Tcherni- They include the " J.E.." Soncino

pc y tick
National CenTfa

library of Jewish theology. Its collecJ

tion of works of Jewish theological
interest is, one imagines, unrivalled in
this country. Even the niere dilettante
of Judaism, however, can probably
"get more" out • of _ Jews! ~

^T^ haverseetf th"e f̂Tfst"(and only ?) four ^cierence^ KbTa^3rTSt."Martfn*s~Street, .elibirnious
Iiy a VOium«« nf tfw* Vt/lrileK A\~~~.^ hear the 1 Pir̂ «t<»r Snitaw T V a t f ^ U™« rA/mlr* «

y include the J.E.. Soncin
Talmud and Midrash, "OtsarYisracP*
("An Encyclopedia on All Matters
Concerning Jews and , Judaism* in
Hebrew," 10 vols., 2nd ed., Berlin-
Vienna, h924) and some ̂ of those-some

• m.iM'w I I U I \aiiu \r\\\y i j i uu r -—--——— . .» .» . j \±j%.. .jiiaiiiu a j u c c i , .^«I^/IIUUU3 raDoinicaj tomes • which;
of the, Yiddish Aleemeyne n e a r tne. Leicester Square Theatre) has require a strong arm to lift them, an
edie^ (Paris^ 1^34-39>-~even the Jewish Encyclopedia and Soncino easv famiiiaritv with Rashi scriotl to

has only the.the British Museum
prospectus-volume.,.»'

. Yiddish in Stepney
Library than out of ,aay other. Its
collection of Hebrew* dictionaries
(including Ben Yehuda's, and Masie's
Latin-English-Heferew__ Dictionary •• of
Medicine and AI*'-J « • - - - - -•

read them, and an "iron head** to
understand them. While I imagine it
is unlikely that there will be many
members of the Hampstead Garden

brings o n e ^
of ̂ S

KStFC?"b r a ? c h

volumes.
to fight a losing battle,
volumes are

bound volumes o f ' t h V ^
Quarterly. Review - Hebrew Umon
College Annual, Ha-shiloach, T

name,
(if

tekufah, Leshonenu; its »1& nieT; J ^ T ^ e V a l A. similar sta.te of
among the Hebrew

the Jewish Encyclopedia and Soncino
Talmud and Midrash—the Soncino
volumes, on application only, unfor-
tunately.. The Guildhall Reference
Library (Basinghall Street; E.C.2) has . . . - — ...„ ^- „ v « . ^ . .
tne-Umversai JewishT ElicycldpediaT on̂  "Suburb Synagogue who will be able to
the open shelves ; the Jewish Encycld- "chew and digest" these volumes, it

m a bay which is unlocked on . seems a pity that no " library period "
Guildhall Library also has been fixed during which members.

may taste the more easily digestible
English volumes. '

Every constituent synagogue of the
*, « Greater United Synagogue should hate a small

London area have the Jewish Encydo- Jewish library. It should be open, to
pedia on.open access in their central the public for at least dne pcriod\>f'
reference libranes. Stoke Ncwington f̂lirce hours weekly, in the *
also has the Universal*' on open on a Sunday, when public
access, and ̂ St.^^darylebone and closed.

uildhall Library also
Talmud and Midrash,

1

V^^eiTrl
[COfYKIGHT
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SOME PUBLICATIONS OF 1953
By HUGH HARRIS

THIS brief survey can only
cursorily touch upon some
of the books of general

Jewish interest published in this
country during the past year. The.
age-old Jewish—association with
world literature emerges in two
works by David Diringer, "The
Hand-Prodaccd Book" (Hutchin-
son) and ** Catalogue'of the Alpha-
bet Exhibition " (Staples), both of
which receive detailed notice in
another article. In a more circum-
scribed field, *4 Literatures of the
East/' edited by Eric B. Ceadel
(John Murray), gives an appraise-
ment of the Hebrew Bible together
with other Oriental writings.
Another stimulating comparative
study is " English Literature and
tfte Hebrew Renaissance," by

"'Maurice Farbridge (Luzac).

Philosophy and Law

Press), of which the first three
volumes have 'now appeared ; and to
Jacob Shachter*s translation of "The
Student's • Guide Through the Tal-
mud,4* "by Z. H. Chajes (East and

Samuels --\Befief and
Action: An Everyday . Philosophy,"

-wnjetewaj^originally -written "because
of its-* authorVexpediences as. first
High Gommissioner for Palestine
under the British Mandate, "has now
been revised and brought up to date
by the distinguished philosopher-states-
man, who is now in his 84th year (Pan
Books). " English Law and the Moral
Law/* by A. L. Goodhart (Stevens),
is the latest of a notable series of
lectures delivered under the Hamlyn
Trust. Jewish readers cannot but be
deeply interested in' this exposition,
by the Master of University College,
Oxford, of the close associations
between ethics and jurisprudence.

Theological works have included
"Eclipse of God," by Martin Buber
(Gqllancz). %nd IsraeL Matt lick's
"Jewish Ethics^ (Hutchjnsdir) and

^The Thought of the 1>rophetsM

(Allen & Onwin). Students . of
rabbinics are indebted to the ** Mish-
nayoth,". edited with English transla-
lation by Philip Blackmaa (Mjshna

Restor*d," by Robert Graves and
Joshua Podro (Cassell), which is the
result of collaboration between an
expert on Graeco-Roman civilisation
and an expert on 'rabbinics. 4* Hebrew
Marriage,*' by David Mace CEpworth
Press), is a valuable sociological study
by a non-Jewish scholar who recog-
nises the significance of Biblical
teachings for present-day living.

History

An enlarged illustrated edition has
been published of Cecil Roth's " A
Short Hintory of the Jewish People "
(East and West Library). What will
certainly remain an authoritative work
is "The Final Solution,** by Gerald
Reitlinger (Vallentine, Mitchell), a
carefully documented account of the
Nazi attempt to exterminate the Jews
:O^inT0pe"ilurirtg the yearsr 1939-T?r45~
A happier aspect of this theme is
tvThe Rescue and Achievement of
Refugee Scholars/* by NormarT"T$ent-
wich (Martinus" Nijhqflf, The Hague),
which records the story of displaced
scholars and scientists from 1933 to
1952. Although published in Holland,
this book has been written by an
Anglo-Jewish leader in the work of
rescue-that was directed from London.

The Anglo-Israel Association has
published " The State of Israel," an
informative series of lectures delivered
before that body by Isaiah Berlin and
other eminent authorities. The Arab
background to Zionism is described
in the revised and enlarged edition of
" Seven ' Fallen Pillars,** by Jon
Kimche (Seeker & Warburg). Jewish

^atiOT^isim^a^rnade^s-influence felt
on many aspect's of cultural
including, for example, music and
The various elements of Jewish,music
find a skilled interpreter in *4 The

Music of the Jews: An Historical
Appreciation." by Aron Marko Roth-
rniiller (Vallcntine, Mitchell).* An
interesting numismatic . study is
" Israel's History in Coins," by A.
Reifenberg (East and West Library).

As regards biography and memoirs,
there have been a number of books

interest. The
Simone Weil,

which have been published by Rout-
ledge & Kegan PaiiJ, reveal the spiritual
Odyssey of a questing soul who found
comfort neither in the synagogue nor
the church. Another perplexed

.searcher after spiritual truth was
Franz Kafka, concerning whom two
important1 works have appeared:
" Conversations with Kafka.** by
Gustav Janouch, with an introduction
by Max Brod (Verschoyle), and
""Franz Kafka: Letters to Milena"
(Seeker & Warburg). The Jewish
background of another unorthodox
thinker receives notice in " Sigmund
Freud: Life and Work. Vol. I. The
Young Freud," by Ernest Jones
(Hogarth Press). " Harold Laski,** by
Kingsley Martin (Gollancz), and
Victor Gollancz's second instalment
of his autobiography, "•" More for
Timothy" (Gollancz), tell of lives
which have prohfrhly <»xerciqgd greater...
influence on thought outside the

€Ofnmuni^y--=tl>»n=^within^itt_
StraTfger~than nctionrret an authentic
record of the author's wartime work
for * British Naval Intelligence, is
" The Man Who Never Was/' by the
Hon. Ewen E. S. Montagu (Evans).

Fiction

In fiction. *ai least*three books
deserve mention^ *4 Salvation.'* by
Sholem Asch "(Mlcdonald), the first
complete edition in English of this
novel of Chassjdic life, in Eastern
Europe; "The Juggler," by Michael
Blankfort (Vallehtine, Mitchell), a
story of present-day Israel ; and " A
Kid for Two Farthings,** by Wolf
Mankowitz (Andre DetHsch). a tale
of East End life. Alexander Baron,
Maurice Edelman, and Robert

rave all
Is, none ot

ever, concerned with Jewish themes.
[COPYRIGHT]

NEW ISRAELI LITERATURE
By A. SHAANAN

IT is not easy to review in this
short article last year's achieve-
ments of Hebrew literature in

Israel. One is compelled to pass
over not only some young writers
who made their literary de*but last
year, but also some of the well*
known older writers, like Agrton,
whom many regard as the greatest
Hebrew novelist "of our day. In
general, it can be said that in the
work of the younger generation of
writers discussed in this article a
definite improvement in standard,
can be discerned. There is a move
away from ** journalism" in the
direction of absolute literary values.
During the war of liberation the
young writers ' produced ' crude
stories about the war and its fight-
ing men. Tpjday there are marked
signs of a more, balanced approach,
and attempts are being made to
tackle events in a realistic and
artistic manner. 'Dur ing the past
yeaf,~T6? the first tinie, the Ministry

not original. Yet the special social
and ethnical atmosphere, the exact
description of the local colouring, the
simplicity and naturalness of the
psychological development, the perfect
skilPin reviving the, specific Yemenite

-dialect, all these-'are- features-decisive

literature. Prizes were given to H.
Hazaz for liis tetralogy, " Yaish ";
and to the veteran Hebrew poet,
Jacob Cohen, for his "poem, " Th

for the valuation of the novel. For
the tync being, Hazaz is unique in
this region of modern Hebrew litera-
ture. Some will find fault with the
extreme- naturalism of his writings,
but nobody can deny that this
naturalism suits the local character
very well and describes it perfectly.

Classical Poetry

Jacob Cohen's u Phoenix M belongs
-to a different field of literary creation.
It is a poem written in classical style,
and is an enthusiastic hymn to the
Jewish people whjch has renewed. Jts_
youth after times of suffering and
disaster. The language is picturesque
and musical, as in most other works
of the poet.

Among the older generation of
Hebrew literature mention must be
made of the volume of collected love
stories by Yehuda Burla9 who is the
representative d F Scfardi "Jewry Iff
modem '. Hebrew. literature and who
depicts different'types of the Levantine
Jew. In this volume the women play

Shamir produced, among other books,
" By His Own Hands," a biographical
study of a typical young Israeli, one
of the first fighters in the war of
liberation. Written without any exces-
sive literary aspirations, this work
attains an exceptionally high level.
Last year a new collection of short
stories by Shamir appeared under the
title "Women Wait Outside." Shamir
also published- a few chapters of an

-hUtor.ical.-no-vcl—jpf—-the time—of—ihe
Second Temple. It seems from them
that the young writer has begun on
a new and very promising path: he
deals with: the historical material
seriously and shows remarkable
mastery of the Mishna 'style which
he uses fof"the description of the
period.

The way • of .Mossinson is quite
different. He uses; lighter material
and seeks effects which1 do ndjt always
conform to the best artistic taste.
Ebullient naturalism and eroticism are
sometimes to be found also in. the
works of Shan^ir; but in Mossinson's
stones"they^are/ofleirthe main features
—a fact which, to some degree,
explains the fact that nearly all his
books are best-sellers. Moss in son cer-
tainly knows how to weave a fascina-
ting plot, but this is not enough: he

to get rTd f̂̂ £hieap~c1fe"cTsVy g ^ p
Last ^year appeared his novel. "The
Way"of a ManA—He-deals here with

The Yemenites
^ before his latest work. Hazaz

had impressed us with his novels of
Yemenite Jews both in and outside
Israel, la "Yaish ** we: are taken to
the Jewish quarters in Yemen itself.
"The plight of th© Jew, his faith and
his way of life, arc. revealed in the
hero. Vaish, although a lonely boy,
is not a rebel: in his heart lives the
strong faith of his forefathers, and he
feels the redeeming impact of forces
from above. His weaknesses are
redeemed by ois pure and simple
beliefs in the po&silrility -of^escaprr
f the drab rcaiity of life, the-belii

f t o purify h i m ey
in a; man's » p f f . to purify himself
and to ascend io A higher xeality.

^tt>c_jnaiJL_i»rX
Oriental setting they live" in and the
suffering* they have* to endure, because •
of it. Burla uses the special Oriental-
form of the; Makamch—\\\e . rhymed
narrative which" medieval Hebrew
literature Had inherife^ from the
Arabs. " * \ . . - .

To review' the most recent literary
production i? a delicate task. The
names of most of the writers are not
new. Moshe Shamir became well,
known by his controversial booK
about the life of. the members of
Palmach, M He Walked in the Fields."
At the same time. Yigal Mossmson
has won a reputation by his play, " In

Steppes of the Negev." Although
L works stirred^public opjnkm in

his favourite subject: thê  life of the
kibbutz in the period of internal
struggle, the rebellion of the members.

thy against kibbutz discipline, and the

Israel deeply, their real literary value
should not be overrated. Since then.

problem of the attitude towards the
Revisionist "underground" groups.
The background comprises—ras in
most of Mossinson's stories—love and
erotic aberrations. Undoubtedly, the
work of this novelist has some features
which are characteristic of the manner
of the youngest Hebrew writer genera*
t i o n . :/*- •..•--.-"•; / . . ' • -; . • ; . . ' ^. •.. •

,•.-... "-•". fteportiiig Styie J"
This kind of story-often shows'

a pronounced jdornaiistic ' tendency,
because modern life in Israel is full
of dramatic events which tend them-
selves to easy reporting. It also
seems that the manner of Hemingway
attracted many of oar yowgesf
writers; .and this influence had somT
undesirable consequences, especially

True, the idea of the novel itself is however, both writers ,bave gone far. Continued on page 13

Anv new novel bv

LOUIS GOLDING
is an event of the
first importance,

but when it is the
new and final

ELSIE SILVER NOVEL

To the Quayside
it is indeed an event !

An event indeed—the final volume of
Elsie Silver. Here we. see her in her
tort days—left on—the quayside at
Hamburg in the country wherg she
knows sfie will die. Order today your
copy of the last of the Silver Saga.

To be published by Hutchinson

THE WORLDS GREATEST

DARK ANGEL

Mika Waltari
The author of Sinuhe the

Egyptian has written a

fine historical novel of

the fall of Constantinople.

" A good historical novel

in its . own right,-, with

exceptionally good atmo-

sphere and authentic

Jeeling."—SPHERE.

. at any bookshop
12s. M.

PUTNAM"

JEWISH

£=

All mew Books atmiUbl* on
day of pmk&tmtion. Second-
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
A. The fifth volume of this Publication has now appearefi'in print, and

copies have been mailed direct from the Publishers to all our
Subscribers in th^ United K i k

B.

C.

The sixth volume of the Encyclopaedia Hebraica, now in print, deals
in its entirety with Eretz Israel, ^nd contains a wealth of material
neyer published before*^. --•--.'. >--i-^- — , : „_

Three further volumes of the Encyclopaedia Hebraica are scheduled
to appear in print in 1954.

D. The Publishers have agreed to accept a limited number of new
Subscribers at a minimum payment of £1 per month. If you are
not yet a Subscriber, take advantage of this, offer and avail yourself
of the opportunity of possessing ^hjs magnificent literary' work.
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